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		This book is based on the 18 tutorials presented during the 28th workshop on Advances in Analog Circuit Design.  Expert designers present readers with information about a variety of topics at the frontier of analog circuit design, including next-generation analog-to-digital converters , high-performance power management systems and technology considerations for advanced IC design. For anyone involved in analog circuit research and development, this book will be a valuable summary of the state-of-the-art in these areas.

		
			Provides a summary of the state-of-the-art in analog circuit design, written by experts from industry and academia;
	
			Presents material in a tutorial-based format;
	
			Includes coverage of next-generation analog-to-digital converters, high-performance power management systems, and technology considerations for advanced IC design.
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iPhone in Action: Introduction to Web and SDK DevelopmentManning Publications, 2008
We’ve both been Apple fans for most of our lives. Shannon fondly recalls early games played on the Apple II and that first Macintosh, which really turned his school newspaper around. Christopher turned his own fandom into a real business with his first entrepreneurial venture, Dreams of the Phoenix, a Mac software company. 

Thus,...
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Blueprint for Project Recovery-A Project Management Guide: The Complete Process for Getting Derailed ProjectsAMACOM, 2003

	If you are part of a large business or are associated with the federal, state, or local government as an employee or as a contractor, this book has special meaning for you. It uses many federal policies, plans, processes, and standards as references. It uses these references for two reasons: first, they are thorough,...
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C# 5.0 Pocket Reference: Instant Help for C# 5.0 ProgrammersO'Reilly, 2012

	
		When you need answers for programming with C# 5.0, this practical and tightly focused book tells you exactly what you need to know—without long introductions or bloated samples. Easy to browse, it’s ideal as quick reference or as a guide to get you rapidly up to speed if you already know Java, C++, or an earlier version...
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Metrics and Methods for Security Risk ManagementSyngress Publishing, 2010

	Metrics and Methods for Security Risk Management offers powerful analytic tools that have been absent from traditional security texts. This easy-to-read text provides a handy compendium of scientific principles that affect security threats, and establishes quantitative security metrics that facilitate the development of...
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Game Engine Toolset DevelopmentCourse Technology PTR, 2006
Toolset development is an extremely broad topic. Game Engine Toolset Development provides you with a core set of skills and a comprehensive insight that will aid you in the development of game engine utilities, significantly reducing the time period associated with the construction phase of a project. The book starts off with topics regarding...
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International Classification of Procedures in Medicine Vol 2World Health Organization, 1978

	This 2-volume classification is intended to present in a systematic fashion the many procedures used in different branches of medicine, a task which the World Health Organization is undertaking for the first time.


	For a general description of the International Classification of

	Procedures in Medicine, reference should be made to...
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